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youth are pleased
8 The
with the Citybox
‘I love using the hocus pocus to go past
my friends during a game.’

12

Safety and quality
are priorities
IJslander shows its quality through its TÜV,
VCA and ISO certification, and approaches
the market in a professional manner.
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This is where it all happens...

The Citybox is incredibly popular with the youth. You can play
a friendly game of football or basketball in it. It’s not only the
local youngsters who really enjoy using the Citybox. Schools in
the neighbourhood use it for their sports days and PE lessons.
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CSR
Corporate Social Responsibility
More than just energy-saving light bulbs and green energy
Corporate Social Responsibility is all to do with how a company deals
with people, the environment and society.
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IJslander products are 100%
recyclable and can – in a second
life – serve as raw material for
other products.

People, Planet and Profit
These days, people are becoming increasingly socially
and environmentally aware. We often get no further than
energy-saving light bulbs, green energy and the occasional organic vegetables. In contrast, businesses are
constantly focusing on People, Planet and Profit. In its
efforts to make a profit IJslander, too, takes into account
the environment as well as the human aspects both inside and outside organizations.

Sustainable and responsible approach
IJslander sets high requirements on its products and
their production processes. Naturally IJslander strives
for a good operational result; however, not at the expense of the environment and society. The Cityboxes are

It is all connected: Corporate Social Responsibility and

Sustainable nature
of the Citybox

striving for communities that are aware of the impor-

Why is the Citybox sustainable? That is to do

tance of sustainability, the environment and society. The

with recycling. In the Netherlands steel is

IJslander recycling concept fits in perfectly with this

made largely of recycled materials. More than

approach. IJslander products are cleverly designed in

50% of the steel that is used by IJslander has

such a way that they are fully recyclable for use in other

been recycled at least once. What’s more, the

products. This prevents wastage.

construction of the IJslander Citybox is based

a good example of sustainability and a responsible approach to the environment.

on a well-considered design process. IJslander can use the materials in new products
without any loss of quality. This gives the steel
a very long life cycle. In this way, too, IJslander
contributes towards a better environment.
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‘Always in for a game of basketball or football’

The youth are happy
with the Citybox

During its visual inspections IJslander regularly speaks with the youth who use the
Citybox. Every one has their own story. About one thing, however, they are clear:
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the Citybox is the place to be!

Nick from Apeldoorn can be found in the Citybox almost every

Tessa from Amsterdam

also likes

to go to the Citybox with friends. ‘While my

day. Particularly during holidays he enjoys playing football there

girl friends skip next to the Citybox, I play

with his friends. ‘I like it that the walls are so high. That way I don’t

football with the boys…’

have to fetch the ball all the time.’

Jimmy from Amsterdam

in addition

Milan from Capelle a/d IJssel takes his training shoes

to playing football, loves freestyling, which is

to school every Wednesday without fail. As soon as the bell goes,

battling or doing tricks on your own or with

he heads off to the Citybox. He likes the fact that not only the lo-

a friend. ‘The cables are so handy. The ball

cal kids use the Citybox, but also others from farther away. ‘That

bounces back and so stays in play.’

way I often make new friends.’

Max’s

trick

‘The hocus pocus is so cool’
‘I love using the hocus pocus to go past my friends
during a game:
- I run up to my opponent
- I do a little dummy
- I swing my standing leg over the ball and place
it alongside it
- I then kick the ball away behind my standing leg
using my other leg.
It works for me every time … And if they are left
there standing flat-footed I can’t help laughing.’
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Durable and quiet
IJslander has patented the steel cables that ensure that the
Cityboxes and Backstops are very quiet. Due to the innovative
construction they have a longer life, are vandal-proof and
sustain minimal wear and tear.
he flexibility of the cables is made possible
by an inventive assembly. The cable is strung

nut M12

between the tubes with two push springs,
one at the top and one at the bottom. The push

push spring

springs are concealed within the tubes, where it is
fiking rod

protected from weather and vandal influence. The
spring is specially constructed for long and high
frequency use of heavy load. Several construction
models are protected by a patent, therefore

cable

IJslander is the only supplier of this production.
noise cushion

The Backstop and Citybox do not invite vandalism
because of the transparent design. There is not
enough surface for graffiti and the cables are

push spring

slippery and vertically placed therefore hard to
climb. The cables are too flexible to break and

end cap

cannot deform easily. The entire construction
is made of stainless steel hence the longer life.
Each cable can be

Every cable is handmade as are all the products

tensed

IJslander produces. This ensures the expected

due

to

the

threaded rod at the
top of the cable. The
springs

absorb

the

energy from the ball
and make sure it is not
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high quality and service. When a cable does
malfunction, it can simply be replaced without
having to deconstruct the entire fence. This saves
material, labour and therefore costs.
The creation of the Citybox is the result of an
innovative process. IJslander listens carefully to

transferred to the rest

the wishes of the youth, government and the city

of the construction,

councils in order to come up with a product that

which

results

in

quiet backstop.

a

meets these wishes each and every time.

The ISO standard

ISO VCA
The ISO 9001:2008 standard sets requirements to the manner in which the organization

approaches its quality policy. Increasing customer satisfaction, meeting the wishes of the
customers and the legal requirements. These are important aspects on which to focus.
VCA certification

VCA is a health, safety and environmental recognition for contractors. It is a versatile

and complete programme for objectively and consistently testing service providers and
certifying their health, safety and environmental management systems.

Quality is tested

With a pneumatic controlled hammer, attached to a
computer and timer, we simulate the speed and the weight
of the ball against the steel cables. The computer counts
every strike of the hammer and when the cable breaks you
can see exactly how many strikes were needed in order for
the cable to break.
The first test took around 3600 strikes for the cable to
break. At the end we improved the steel cable so intensively
that it took around 50.000 strikes for the cable to break.
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Safety and quality
are priorities
‘TÜV GS as well as VCA and ISO certified’

IJslander as a company wishes to produce safe and high-quality products.
It is important that products such as the Citybox are safe and of high quality.
The IJslander TÜV, VCA and ISO certifications give that assurance.
Before being launched, the Citybox and all other IJslander

With this inspection you are also guaranteed high-qual-

products are certified by TÜV. TÜV is one of the largest

ity products.

certifying bodies in Europe that is also recognized by
the Dutch government. TÜV is, for example, active in the

Everything about IJslander suggests quality. The tech-

areas of product and company certification. All IJs-

nical inspections and certification of TÜV, as well as

lander products meet the European standards in ac-

the ISO9001:2008, NEN-EN 15312 and VCA demonstrate

cordance with TÜV.

that IJslander services the market in a professional

What’s more, the production process of IJslander is also

manner.

certified with TÜV GS (Geprüfte Sicherheit).

IJslander maintenance contract:
fixed low price for maintenance
IJslander strives towards quality and safety not only
during the production, but also afterwards. For the
Backstops and Cityboxes IJslander offers maintenance contracts for a fixed low price per year. This fixed
low price is possible thanks to the Citybox as well as
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IJslander’s other products requiring little maintenance. IJslander arranges inspections several times a
year to ensure the optimal conditions of the products.

Product overview
The most well-known IJslander products in the area of football and basketball are the Citybox,
the Backstop, the Multigoal and the Pannafield. These are available as standard as complete products
or self-assembly units (see possibilities and options).
4001

CITYBOX - 2 / 3 / 4 METRES HIGH

4002

BACKSTOP - 2 / 3 / 4 METRES HIGH

4003

PANNA-COURT - 2 / 3 / 4 METRES HIGH
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Possibilities and options

4004

ROUND PANNA CAGE

6 METRES – 2.5 M HIGH

To be able to satisfy the needs of the
consumer, IJslander offers several possible
options within the Citybox.
The preferred model can be selected together
with the most popular sports.

Kind of model
Crib

U-Model

U-Model + 4 x Lock-entrances

High Model

Sport options
Soccer

Basketball

Volley-ball

Width

Height : 1 - 3 - 4 m

Dimensions
Length

Goal
Header

Integrated

Entrance
Number

Service door
Yes / No

Soccor accros width
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Yes / No

Sleuce

Passage

Entry

Knows the scene...

Imagination Play has partnered with IJslander who produce high-quality stainless steel products
for equipping a variety of public spaces. In doing so, we help contribute to a pleasant, trusted and
sustainable living environment. Whether this be a slide for toddlers, a Citybox for sporty teenagers
or a bench for pedestrians, IJslander produces it all in an original and colourful manner.

Imagination Play Factory 8, Jasmin Close, Yarra Glen. 3775 AUSTRALIA T +61 (03) 9738 1767 sales@imaginationplay.com.au

